
 

Green Onyx Tiles 

Marble Tile Center is your source for bathroom mosaic tiles, kitchen mosaic tiles (including 
mosaic backsplash tiles) and marble and onyx flooring tiles. Our large selection includes marble 
and glass tiles as well as onyx floor tiles and onyx mosaic tiles. Browse our online store for top-
quality imported stone and mosaic tiles at the most competitive prices on the Internet. 
Dependability and service are our promise. 

Our marble, onyx and glass tiles come in a variety of gorgeous colors, from neutral to rich, and 
in a variety of patterns. Mosaic tiles come in a variety of sizes to create interesting looks, from 
squares to brick shaped and larger. Our mosaic tiles are mounted on an interlocking mesh for 
perfect, even installation. We have stone to match any decor, from traditional to 
contemporary. We sell matching marble and onyx moldings, chair rails and borders to add a 
polished look to your home or office. And our marble flooring tiles and onyx floor tiles add 
unmatched elegance to any room or entry. 

Glass Mosaic Tiles 

Crystile Green Glass Mosaic Tile 

Beautiful imported glass mosaic tile.   

Sheet Size : 12 3/4" x 11 3/4" x 3/8"  

Tile Size : 1 7/8" x 7/8" 

Green Blend - Glass Mosaic Tile   

Beautiful imported glass mosaic tile.   

Sheet Size : 12 3/4" x 11 3/4" x 3/8"  

Tile Size : 1 7/8" x 7/8" 

Dessert Green - Glass Mosaic Tile   

Beautiful imported glass mosaic tile.   

Sheet Size : 12 3/4" x 11 3/4" x 3/8"  

Tile Size : 1 7/8" x 7/8" 



Granite Tiles 

Multi Color Rose Granite Tile - 12x12 

All our onyx and marble stone tiles are 100% natural stone.  Our tiles and 
mosaics are brought to you directly from the mountain. It is this natural 
stone beauty and originality that makes our tiles so desired and original. It is 
due to this natural harvesting process that produces a different look or 
pattern to each tile and mosaic. No two are alike.  The image used to represent this tile depicts 
a typical representation but never an exact duplication of the tiles when you receive them.  

Onyx Tiles 

Classic White Onyx 12" Square Tile   

This gourgeos tile measures 12” x 12”, or one square foot. The color is 
Classic White Onyx and has a beautiful polished finished.  This Onyx tile 
looks elegant and can be used in all types of rooms, both in commercial and 
residential applications. This tile can be complimented with our collection of 
Classic White mosaic tiles and border moldings.  

Marble Mosaic Tile 

Sahara Beige 3/4 x 3/4 Marble Mosaic Tile 

All our onyx and marble stone tiles are 100% natural stone.  Our tiles and 
mosaics are brought to you directly from the mountain. It is this natural 
stone beauty and originality that makes our tiles so desired and original. It is 
due to this natural harvesting process that produces a different look or 
pattern to each tile and mosaic. No two are alike.  The image used to 
represent this tile depicts a typical representation but never an exact 
duplication of the tiles when you receive them. Thank You for your purchase 
and enjoy the beauty and elegance of our natural stones. 

Bianco Italian Carrara 2 x 2 Hexagon Marble Mosaic 

This elegant mosaic tile is composed of 2” x 2” hexagonal pieces that are 
beautiful in all applications. This marble mosaic is mesh mounted forming a 
stunning mosaic tile. The color is Bianco Italian Carrara and has a beautiful 
polished finished.  The tile is constructed from natural stone and is suitable 
for multiple types of installations.    Marble mosaic tiles can be used in 
commercial and residential applications, including countertops and as 
mosaic backsplash tiles in the kitchen and as bathroom mosaic tiles for shower walls, flooring 
and other uses.  

For more information please visit http://www.mosaictilecenter.com 

http://www.mosaictilecenter.com/

